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 Dancer, and Bass sample packs created with the new features of the newest version of NI Massive. The collection has 40
Construction Kits, 24 high-quality Drum Kits, 19 Bass kits and 3 vocal kits. The sample packs are the perfect tool for all

producers looking for new content to add to their music production. All the files are WAV format (44.1 kHz) and each kit
contains multiple parts with separate audio files. Also, each kit comes with a MIDI file, as well as a PDF folder containing the
patches and all the MIDI files. Kits included: DIY Set 2 - This sample pack is for the DIY producer looking to gain inspiration

from the world’s top producers. This sample pack contains 60 construction kits made with the tools and concepts from top
producers, including every major EDM genre. All the kits come with multiple parts. Latino Rework (Full version) - Latino

Rework sample pack includes over 2000 construction kits. This Latin drum machine sample pack contains over 60 Drum Kits,
10 Bass kits and 7 Vocal kits in different styles. We have included high quality vocals in three different languages. Vocal Series
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- Each kit in the Vocal Series sample pack contains high-quality vocal samples. Over 30 kits are included, covering multiple
genres of EDM, RNB, Hip Hop, and Dance. Bass Dubstep (Full version) - This sample pack is a collection of over 100 bass

dubstep kits. Each kit is organized in a different way to provide you with the best mixing experience. These kits are perfect for
producers looking to add heavy dubstep bass sounds to their productions. Full Mix - This sample pack is a collection of over 200

production ready kits that can be used for various genres. Each kit is organized in a different way to provide you with the best
mixing experience. These kits are perfect for producers looking to add killer beats to their productions. Garage Dubstep (Full

version) - Garage Dubstep is the ultimate source for all dubstep producers. Garage Dubstep sample pack contains 100 Kits, and
all are handcrafted, beat-by-beat, and ready for production. Bass House (Full version) - Bass House sample pack contains 64

construction kits. Each kit is organized in a different way to provide you with the best mixing experience. These kits are perfect
for producers looking to add House Bass sounds to their productions. Bass Hop ( 82157476af
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